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Research Study

Conflicts Management and Development in
FATA/FRs/Khyber Pakhtunkhwa-Pakistan
CH.1
1.1

Introduction
Introduction

Tribal Areas of Pakistan and adjoining parts of Afghanistan are presently categorized as
dangerous region on the earth threatening regional and global security. Over the last thirty
years continuous war has destroyed the entire indigenous socio-cultural fabric of tribal society
on both side of the Durand line. Consequently, a peaceful non-violent tribal society in the past
transformed into a highly violent and extremist society. All forms of violence currently exist in
that unfortunate region which range from direct and explicit violence to structural violence and
from destruction of region’s echo-system to becoming the active proxy war zone among
international powers and regional countries.

The Pashtun Qabails (Tribes) were the real victims of that prolong war as they lost hundreds
thousands precious lives, faced displacement of millions of tribal population, and ruthless
exploitations by the external forces. A negative attitudinal change occurred among the war
affected generations of tribes. Externally imposed war forced them to indulge into religious
extremism, brutality, greediness, materialism, and violence. At present times, the entire
Pashtun region is the center stage of ongoing war against terrorism which brought never ending
suffering and destruction to the local tribes.

The last three decades huge scale destruction in all respects in Afghanistan and adjacent tribal
areas of Pakistan can be categorized as one of the largest human disasters after World War II.
4

Talibans takeover of Kabul followed by 9/11 attacks led towards war against terrorism in
Afghanistan and adjacent tribal areas of Pakistan. Day-by-day increased suicide bombing in
NWFP and rest of Pakistan created huge level of insecurity and fear in the entire nation. It also
had shaken the security and economy of the entire region. Continuous military operations in
the tribal region of Pakistan resulted into the loss of thousands of precious human lives and
displacement of millions of tribal population. Prevailing multifarious tribal conflicts have
become so much complicated as a result of three decade long war in the region coupled with
existence of colonial age inhuman political and administrative structures.

Pakistan’s economy has so far suffered irreparable loss of $68 billion directly and indirectly due
to turmoil in Afghanistan and adjacent tribal areas. On the other hand cost of US military
operation (operation enduring freedom) in Afghanistan is up to the tune of $ 226.7 billion.
Whereas, US counter terrorism funding to Pakistan is $11 billion. If we look at the volume and
scale of military budgets of these operations serious doubts arise that monitory benefits and
financial interests of vested interest groups/ conflict parties is one of the fundamental factors
behind the prolong continuation of war against terrorism. International civil society
organizations particularly non-violent peace forums should explore and debate in length that
who are benefiting from the war economy at the cost of such huge destruction, human
catastrophe, and ecological disaster in the entire region.

In-depth understanding on prevailing attitudes and behaviors of tribal society is a pre-requisite
for the introduction of a durable peace process coupled with realistic viable reforms, and
initiating a long-term sustainable development process in tribal region of Pakistan bordering
with Afghanistan. How suppressive and unjust political and administrative system, and human
security issues altered tribal way of life and enforced extreme changes in the behaviors of
common tribal people? How many generations of local tribes underwent a continuous state of
shock, despair and resentment? How a moderate tribal society with all richness of indigenous
customs and traditions suffered from the invasion of alienated values, which almost destroyed
the entire social and cultural strata of entire tribal society? Is there any link in between
5

increased forms of gender discrimination and prolonged sense of insecurity in FATA? Why tribal
society started to believe so strongly on the rule of “might is right”. We must search out
answers to all these questions to re-orientate tribal society from extremism to a moderate way
of life.

Establishing a broken link with rapidly diluting tribal culture and values is one realistic way to
put breaks on rising violence in tribal areas, and encourage behavioral change process in tribal
society towards peace, harmony and justice. Local tribes should explore ways and means to
reconnect with the historical process of previous centuries and explore and strengthen their
own indigenous tribal principles of active non-violence, tolerance, and truth. It is the only paths
through which they can get back their ancestors land from external forces and can contribute in
developing a prosperous future for the present and next generations of the tribes.

1.2

Research Study Background & Purpose

This research study is identifying, mapping, and analyzing the fundamental causes and
stakeholders behind the prevailing multifarious forms of conflicts and violence among the
tribes inhabiting on the western borders of Pakistan. The research study is attempting to
answer some questions which include that how colonial age political and administrative
structures heavily contributed in the continuation of war and breeding extremism among local
tribes. Is Talibanization in reality a grass root movement of local tribes or is it externally
controlled and manipulated by terrorists and other hidden forces. How blame game in between
countries of the region are further aggravating security situation in the entire South Asia. Did
proxy war in Kashmir returned to the western borders of Pakistan? Why peace and
normalization of relationship require in between Pakistan and India for long term peace
building in the tribal areas of Pakistan and adjoining Afghanistan. What are the roles and
responsibilities of regional countries and global powers to combat terrorist forces and
strengthening participatory integrated development process in the entire region? What actions
and strategies require for a lead role of tribes towards the promotion of peace and non6

violence among the contemporary and future generations of indigenous tribes of the Durand
Line.

Community Mobilization and Development Organization (CMDO) in coordination with its grass
root Tribal Network (TN) and Center for Research Communication and Dialogue (CRCD)
Islamabad is actively engaged in policy research, dialogue, and advocacy on the necessity of
peace and non-violence for resolving all existing violent conflicts in the tribal region of Pakistan.
This research study also include findings of CMDO/Tribal Network/CRCD’s peace building
dialogues and experiences/lessons learned during the peace advocacy activities at local,
national, and global levels. The synthesis of various research reports, papers, and policy briefs
prepared by CMDO/TN/CRCD on the issues of peace and integrated development in the tribal
areas of Pakistan and adjoining Khyber Pakhtunkhwa (KP) is also included in the research study.
This study is mainly bringing forward tribal perspective and recommending conflict
management strategies, actions and program that how local tribes in combination with external
support structures can defeat terrorism and how they can heavily contribute in the
transformation of conflicts towards its peaceful resolutions. The research study is also
identifying the broader features and attributes of a long term conflict management program for
FATA, FRs, and adjoining KP province.

1.3

Objectives

The core objective of the study is to bring forward and promote tribal perspective on the
conflict resolution and management strategies for the entire tribal region and develop action
recommendations on political/administrative/social sector reforms and strengthening
participatory integrated development process in FATA, FRs, and KP province. Following are the
specific objectives of the research study which will lead towards the achievement of the core
objective of the study.
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To analyze the evolution of conflicts in the tribal areas and KP province of Pakistan from
the tribal perspective



To identify and analyze prevailing types of conflicts in the tribal areas of Pakistan and its
impacts on security, poverty, and development issues in FATA/FRs/KP



To develop analysis on necessarily required political/administrative/social reforms in the
tribal areas of Pakistan



To identify and recommend the roles and responsibilities of local tribes in conflict
resolution and management in the tribal areas of Pakistan



To give policy and strategic guidelines on strengthening integrated development process
in FATA, FRs, and KP



To formulate basic features of a long term conflict management program for the tribal
areas of Pakistan

1.4

Methodology

This research study is primarily based on the analysis of relevant secondary data and numerous
primary research work undertaken by CMDO, TN, and CRCD all across the FATA, FRs, and KP
over the last ten years. The data analysis, findings, and recommendations given in the study is
mainly taken from these organizations’ hundreds of community level dialogues and
quantitative/qualitative research activities on the issues of violence, conflicts, terrorism,
internal displacements, political/administrative reforms, conflict and poverty, peace building
interventions, and integrated development. Therefore, the study is mainly presenting the
synthesis and findings of all such community based research work of these organizations over
the last decade and aiming to bring forward tribal perspective on conflict management and
8

development issues in FATA, FRs, and KP. A number of consultative sessions with the
representatives of CMDO, CRCD, and TN were also undertaken during the course of the study
and feedback and recommendations coming from these sessions were incorporated in the
study.

The primary purpose behind doing this study is to mobilize the opinions of all external
stakeholders towards adopting such conflict resolution strategies and integrated development
interventions in which local tribes capacitated and empowered to such extent that they
themselves take up a lead role in getting back the control of their ancestor’s land from Taliban
factions and national/international security forces and themselves formulate and implement a
participatory development system through external support structures of the state of Pakistan,
regional countries and global powers. The following two main chapters of the study are
providing analytical details on the evolution and impacts of conflicts in FATA, FRs, and KP and
what kind of conflict management and development strategies require on both short and long
terms basis. The next concluding chapter of the study is providing basic features of a conflict
management program for tribal areas and policy and strategic guidelines for the participatory
integrated development of the tribal region.

9

Fig 1

Map of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa and Federally Administered Tribal Areas
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CH.2

Evolution, Impacts, and Analysis of Conflicts
in FATA/FRs/Khyber Pakhtunkhwa

2.1

Introduction

The overwhelmingly majority population in FATA/FRs and adjacent Khyber Pakhtunkhwa are
Pashtuns with a population above 24 Millions. Pashtun tribes take immense pride in their
independence as they have never been conquered in their 3000 years history except with a
brief period of Gengish Khan and Tamerlane. The Pashtunwali (Pashtun Tribal Code) still
predominantly shape the identity and character of all such Pashtun tribes which demands
hospitality, generosity when someone asks for pardon or protection. Honor and chivalry are
considered the hallmarks of this tradition. On political and social issues, it is the Jirga (assembly
of tribal elders) that define laws, regulations and policies. Jirga and Malki systems are strong
and powerful local institutions for the reconciliation and resolution of local disputes and even
to punish those who violate the local rules and customs. The cultural heritage of all such
Pashtun tribes is highly rich in terms of hospitality, arts and crafts, historical places, natural
beauty, and ethnic diversity. These tribes historically were used to looking after their own
resources and solving local problems by themselves. Unfortunately, such indigenous sociocultural institutions of historic Pashtun civilization in present times have become highly
distorted due to 30 year old prolonged conflict in the region.
In relation to the Pashtun ethnic perspective, there are huge similarities in the human nature,
customs, traditions, psyche, socio-political-economic-cultural structures and tribal value system
among the Pashtun tribes of FATA/FRs, and Khyber Pakhtunkhwa. It is generally observed that
the majority Pashtuns are extremists in their approach towards the various issues of their own
daily life. Pashtun are highly Islam loving and also highly intolerant towards the matters and
issues of religious affairs. That is one of the reasons that religious parties and Jihadi
groups/organizations had able to take complete hold and control over the majority of the
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Pashtun tribes. The religious sentiments of the Pashtun tribal people were exploited and the
result was that during 1980’s there was a mushroom growth of religious madrassas throughout
the length and breadth of FATA/FRs/KP that later on served and are still serving as nurseries of
the Jihadi elements in Afghanistan. In addition to the huge influx of Afghan refugees, drugs and
weapon mafias also infiltrated and by providing financial support structure to Jihadi
organizations they invisibly took a strong control on the economy and resources of this entire
active war zone region.

The Pashtun dominant areas in FATA/FR/KP were ruthlessly exploited during 30-year old
prolong violent conflicts. Earlier it was Afghan Jihad against Soviet Union which later on
transformed into international war on terror against Taliban and Al-Qaeda. Throughout Afghan
jihad and later on, after the fall of Taliban regime and landing of US and NATO forces in
Afghanistan, the border tribal regions of Pakistan were at the forefront of the mujahidin
resistance effort, providing launching pads for cross-border operations against Soviets and now
American and NATO forces. Due to the current international war on terrorism, large number of
population from FATA/FR/KP was forced to leave their ancestor’s areas and now living as
Internally Displaced Persons (IDPs). Those who are still living inside FATA/FR are sandwiched
between the Taliban and Army. If the tribal people support the army they are declared as
traitors and terrorists and if the tribes support the army then the Taliban declared them as
infidels (Non-believers). Thus in both cases the victims are the tribal people.

In relation to the ongoing multifarious conflicts, it is quite evident that there are certain
misunderstandings and ambiguities among various actors of the conflict which include
definition of national interests, policies against war on terror, visible and hidden relationships
among within the Taliban groups/religious parties and security forces/agencies of the region
and coalition forces. The last 30 years of ill planning, mismanagement, power politics, and lack
of common objectives and goals among international powers only resulted into the loss of
millions of human lives on both sides of the Durand line, wide spread physical devastation,
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lawlessness, insecurity, conservatism, religious intolerance, and increased terrorist activities
both in Afghanistan and Pakistan.

2.2

The Evolution of Conflicts

2.2.1 Historical Perspective (1978-2001)

It all started in 1979 when the Russian troops invaded Afghanistan and resultantly Jihad was
waged against infidel forces. In order to win the war and push the Russians out of Afghanistan,
religious fighters were recruited, trained and transported to Afghanistan from all over the
Islamic world. Pakistan became a frontline line state and the tribal areas of Pakistan became
center for training and recruitment of the religious fighters. Throughout Afghan jihad, the
border tribal regions of Pakistan were at the forefront of the mujahidin resistance effort,
providing staging posts for cross-border operations against the Soviets as well as sanctuaries
from which prospective and returning mujahidin to and from the "Afghan front" could be
housed, trained, armed, and indoctrinated. Pakistani Islamist parties like Jamaat-i-Islami (JI), the
Jamiat Ulema-e-Islam (JUI) were instrumental in setting up madrasas (religious schools) and
networks in support of the jihad against the Soviets. This was the end of the peaceful tribal
culture as religious extremism in combination with weapons/drugs business flourished in the
entire region. Huge influx of Afghan refugees in tribal areas, NWFP, and Baluchistan further
complicated the situation.

War-driven improvements in ground access across difficult terrain, such as the construction of
at least twenty roads from FATA into Afghanistan during the Soviet era, facilitated cross-border
integration. In addition to Afghan Jihad, Pakistan’s “Strategic Depth” policy also heavily
contributed in the emergence of cross border networks of hard line Islamists forces. Taliban
movement based around Kandahar and Quetta also emerged through such kind of network
structure during 1994 with the support of Islamic parties and intelligence agencies of Pakistan.
Pakistan-Afghanistan conflict over the legality of Durand line, existence of colonial age
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suppressive political and administrative structures, poor governance, combined with a long
history of official support for Islamist Pashtun proxies in Afghanistan explains the growth of
militancy and extremism in Pakistan's Pashtun-majority tribal region. The Taliban are one of the
mujahedeen ("holy warriors" or "freedom fighters") groups that formed during the war against
the Soviet occupation of Afghanistan (1979-89). Groups of Taliban ("religious students") were
loosely organized on a regional basis during the occupation and civil war.

Most of the Taliban's leaders were educated in Pakistan, in refugee camps where they had fled
with millions of other Afghans after the Soviet invasion. Pakistan's Jami'at-e 'Ulema-e Islam
(JUI) political party provided welfare services, education, and military training for refugees in
many of these camps. They also established religious schools in the Deobandi tradition. The
Deobandi tradition originated as a reform movement in British India with the aim of
rejuvenating Islamic society in a colonial state, and remained prevalent in Pakistan after the
partition from India. The Deobandi schools in Afghan refugee camps, however, are often run by
inexperienced and semi-literate mullahs. In addition, funds and scholarships provided by Saudi
Arabia during the occupation brought the schools' curricula closer to the conservative Wahhabi
tradition. Ties between the Taliban and these schools remain strong

All the western Allies, Islamic Bloc and intelligence agencies played important roles in the whole
Afghan war but as soon as the war was over the international actors left Afghanistan
unattended that resulted in the worst struggle for power between various warlords in
Afghanistan that lasted till the emergence of Taliban in 1996 and capture of Kabul by the
Taliban. During that period various intelligence agencies like ISI, CIA, RAW, Mossad, and Russian
and Saudian intelligence agencies were actively involved in supporting and promoting specific
warlords and their ascendancy to the throne of Kabul. Taliban were the creation of ISI, CIA and
Saudi intelligence agencies as a solution to the civil war like situation in Afghanistan and to
install pro-Pakistan government in Afghanistan. Taliban movement in that region was never
emerged from the local tribes and rather they were planted by the external forces for attaining
their own vested interests.
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Taliban is a product of a system of "Islamization," created, operated, and supported by
Pakistani and Afghan Islamist parties and movements. The sanctuaries, entry and exit routes,
and support networks that were created as a result of the jihad and Pakistan's Islamist-tilted
Afghan policy, as well as the ties established between the Taliban and al-Qaida movements and
Pashtun tribes along the Afghanistan-Pakistan border, never really ceased to exist. While the
Taliban present themselves as a reform movement, they have been criticized by Islamic
scholars as being poorly educated in Islamic law and history—even in Islamic radicalism, which
has a long history of scholarly writing and debate. Their implementation of Islamic law seems to
be a combination of Wahhabi orthodoxy (i.e., banning of musical instruments) and tribal
custom (i.e., the all-covering burka made mandatory for all Afghan women). The Taliban regime
faced international scrutiny and condemnation for its policies. Only Saudi Arabia, Pakistan, and
the United Arab Emirates recognized the Taliban as Afghanistan's legitimate government. The
Taliban allowed terrorist organizations to run training camps in their territory and, from 1994 to
at least 2001, provided refuge for Osama bin Laden and his al-Qaeda organization.

2.2.2 Current Perspective (2001-2012)

After “9/11” terrorism attacks on the US, Afghanistan once again became a battleground
between US/NATO forces and Taliban. After 9/11, the so-called war against Jihadi terrorism
spilled over to the adjoining tribal areas of Pakistan as Taliban turned to these areas for refuge
after US invasion. For the first time in the history of country, Pakistan army entered in the tribal
areas and undertook military operations. Later on, without taking local tribes into confidence
Pakistan army entered into short-term peace agreements with the local Taliban. These peace
agreements provided opportunities for the Taliban to consolidate their position and to establish
their control throughout Federally Administered Tribal Area (FATA) of Pakistan as well adjoining
regions of Swat, Malakand and Dir. Those tribal people who supported army action against the
terrorists or raised lashkars (tribal volunteer fighters) to help and assist the army efforts were
brutally eliminated in target killings and suicide attacks. Since 2004 onwards, Pakistan has faced
15

hundreds of suicide and terrorist attacks and bomb blasts that killed and injured thousands of
innocent civilians.

As a result of the inherent political chaos in the FATA and the resistance of the population due
to military operation crackdown, the Taliban movement and al-Qaida members were provided
with an environment in which they could regroup, rearm, recruit, and rebuild their training
infrastructure through alliances developed with certain tribes and clans in the region. The
Taliban's brand of Islamist radicalism also threatened to destabilize other countries of the
region such as Iran, China, Uzbekistan, etc. The international financial support that Al Qaeda
and the Taliban have received from the Arab world, particularly from Islamists in Saudi Arabia
and other Gulf states, has allowed these groups to set their own agenda and has made them
rivals to Islamabad for influence in FATA.

Taliban’s resistance and outbreak of violence in the tribal areas of Pakistan can be directly
attributed to the military's (regular army and paramilitary units--for instance, the Frontier
Corps) indiscriminate use of force and human rights violations; it is also the product of
Islamabad's previously outlined policies. The perception among certain tribes and clans of the
central government (and by extension its armed forces) as an opponent to be resisted; the
history of the FATA; the similar ethnic composition of populations on both sides of the AfghanPakistan border; the transnational social networks straddling the Durand line; Islamabad's
unfulfilled development and political promises towards the region; and its oscillating policy of
repression and appeasement towards militias and armed tribes all coalesced to fuel the
violence that was observed following government operations in the tribal areas of Pakistan.

Finally in 2009, with the change of power in Pakistan from Gen. (ret) Pervaiz Musharraf to an
elected democratic government, a massive military action was launched against the terrorists in
Swat, Malakand and Dir areas and after hard battles and fighting the area was cleared of the
terrorists and Internally Displaced Persons (IDPs) are being rehabilitated in these areas. In the
second phase, another massive military operation “Rahe- Nijaat” has been launched against the
16

leaderships of Tehrik-e-Taliban Pakistan (TTP) based in South Waziristan. Fighting is still in
progress at the moment in South Waziristan, while US led drone strikes are taking place in
North Waziristan in the FATA regions. Some of the areas in the conflict zone were initially
flooded during the monsoon season in 2010 that led to widespread evacuation and
displacement of the indigenous tribes from these areas, as well as loss of their property and
assets. The coupling of political violence with natural disasters in Pakistan’s tribal areas
provides a unique insight in understanding the nature of vulnerability that highly vulnerable
people in complex social-ecological systems are exposed to.

The tribal areas of Pakistan have been marred with political violence due to the prolonged
Afghan jihad against Russia, battles between various warlords, the Taliban rules, and post 9/11
spill over of war against terror to Pakistan’s tribal and its adjoining parts. The last eight years of
wars in that region physically devastated not only the area but also the local social fabric of the
peaceful tribal population. The local tribes have been “sandwiched” between the terrorists and
the Pakistan army. Thousands of tribal maliks, elders, journalists, writers and civil society
activists and their family members have been brutally killed through target killings, kidnappings
and beheadings. Anyone who has raised voice against violence or the terrorists or their
movement or anyone who supported and promoted peace and non-violence, or social
development or education has been systematically eliminated from the scene.

Local children were forcefully recruited and trained as suicide bombers against the will of their
parents and used for suicide attacks in both Afghanistan and Pakistan. Many tribes also settled
their own personal scores under the cover of on-going war. Due to ineffective local level
administration and indecisive military strategy, the tribal and semi tribal areas in Pakistan along
the Durand Line went under the de facto control of Taliban. Local business and economic
opportunities virtually diminished with the passage of time. The indigenous people have been
forced to leave their houses and to migrate to other areas of the country and are living as IDPs.
The local tribal people throughout the country face problems of movement, accommodation,
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employment and registration as citizens of Pakistan. The tribal people are generally
discriminated against and looked down upon as either terrorists or supporters of terrorists.

In 2012, after more than nine years as Afghanistan's leader, President Hamid Karzai still has
only marginal control over large swaths of his country, which is rife with warlords, militants,
and drug smugglers. The Taliban now funds its insurgency through the drug trade. A report by
the United Nations found that Afghanistan's opium production doubled and that the country
supplies 93% of the world's heroin. The region’s subsistence agriculture has never created a
viable economy and historically forced its residents to seek economic opportunities elsewhere.
FATA economy in terms of infrastructure and education more closely resembles Afghanistan
than other regions of Pakistan. It should come as no surprise, then, that that a multi-billion
dollar trade in untaxed goods from Afghanistan into Pakistan remains one of the largest sources
of income for groups living astride the Durand Line.

At present, Taliban resistance on both sides of Durand Line causing numerous challenges to the
future security and development process of the war devastated Afghanistan and tribal areas of
Pakistan. Increased Talibanization, cross border terrorism, suicide bombing, poor law and order
situation, prevailing colonial age administrative structures, and further marginalization and
isolation of local tribes on both sides of Durand Line are some major challenges confronted by
both countries and international community. Armed resistance by thousands of Taliban Militia
against NATO forces and Afghan/ Pakistan Army have increased manifold difficulties and
uncertainties in the lives of millions of ordinary tribesmen. In view of the exit of US/NATO
forces in 2014, the shadows of a civil war in Afghanistan and its consequent negative impacts
are looming large on the entire tribal belt and KP province of Pakistan. It is unfortunate that
strategies and policies adopted against Taliban brought no significant success and rather it
further complicated the situation in terms of increased Talibanization in adjacent tribal areas
and KP.
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2.3

Conflicts Impacts on Security, Poverty, and Development Issues

The last ten years volatile conflicts in FATA/FR/KP has hugely damaged the security, protection,
and livelihood of millions of Pashtun population of these areas in particular and rest of the
country in general. A series of suicide bombing attacks at public places and government
buildings created huge sense of insecurity and anxiety among the entire nation. It also had
shaken the economy of the entire country and consequently pace of development activities
slowed down after the start of war on terrorism in the region. The poverty ratio particularly in
the primary and secondary conflict zones has arisen considerably. Below Table 1 is giving details
of fatalities in terrorist violence in Pakistan from 2003 up to 2012. It reflects an escalation in the
fatalities from 2003 onwards whereas highest number of deaths occurred in between year 2007
to 2011 with 2009 is the most deadliest year when Army operations undertaken in Swat/Dir
areas. Another Table 2 is giving details about number of suicide attacks done in Pakistan which
is also showing similar kind of trends.
Table 1

Fatalities in Terrorist Violence in Pakistan 2003-2012
Civilians

Security

Terrorists/Insurgents Total

Force
Personnel
2003

140

24

25

189

2004

435

184

244

863

2005

430

81

137

648

2006

608

325

538

1471

2007

1522

597

1479

3598

2008

2155

654

3906

6715

19

2009

2324

991

8389

11704

2010

1796

469

5170

7435

2011

2738

765

2800

6303

2012

1325

414

1453

3192

Total

13473

4504

24141

42118

Source: South Asia Terrorism Portal, June 2012

Table 2

Number of Suicide Attacks in Pakistan 2002-2012

Years

No

Killed

Injured

2002

1

15

34

2003

2

69

103

2004

7

89

321

2005

4

84

219

2006

7

161

352

2007

54

765

1677

2008

59

893

1846

2009

76

949

2356

2010

49

1167

2199

2011

41

628

1183

2012

17

195

294

20

Total

317

5015

10584

Source: South Asia Terrorism Portal, June 2012

In view of a tiny population of nearly 3.34 million (less than 2% of Pakistan), FATA remained the
most violent region in South Asia. The fatalities among the civilians (488) as well as SFs (233)
remain very high, despite a 9.62 and 11 per cent decline, respectively, in 2011, as compared to
the previous year. On the other hand, militant fatalities have declined dramatically, from 4,519
in 2010, to 2,313 in 2011. Below Table 3 is giving details of fatalities in FATA in between 20092012.
Table 3

Fatalities in FATA: 2009- 2011

Years

Civilians

SFs

Militants

Total

2009

636

350

4252

5238

2010

540

262

4519

5321

2011

488

233

2313

3034

Source: South Asia Terrorism Portal, June 2012
Another indicator of the FATA region’s volatility was the fact that 185 incidents of bomb blasts
were recorded in 2011, marginally down from 190 in 2010. However, the fatalities in such
attacks decreased considerably from 453 in 2010 to 203 in 2011. There were eight suicide
attacks in FATA in 2011 as against 12 in 2010. While 314 persons were killed and at least 441
were injured in suicide attacks in 2010, 77 persons lost their lives and at least 141 were injured
in 2011. Nearly 241 US led drone attacks in FATA in between 2005-12 killed more than 2200
tribal population including suspected militants.
In case of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa, a total of 1,206 persons, including 511 civilians, 364 militants
and 331 SF personnel, were killed in 242 incidents of killing recorded in 2011, marginally down
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from 1,212 persons, including 607 civilians, 509 militants and 96 SF personnel killed in 213 such
incidents in 2010. Though civilian killings in the Province declined by 18.78 per cent, they
remained much higher than the civilian toll in FATA (488). Fatalities among SFs have increased
almost three-and-a-half fold, an overwhelming proportion of these inflicted in suicide attacks
and terrorist initiated engagements, rather than offensive operations by the SFs. Below table 4
is giving details of fatalities in KP in year 2005-12
Table4 Fatalities in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa: 2005- 2012

Years

Civilians

SFs

Militants

Total

2005

2

0

2

4

2006

60

13

27

100

2007

393

221

372

986

2008

868

255

1078

2201

2009

1229

471

3797

5497

2010

607

96

509

1212

2011

511

331

364

1206

2012*

25

10

17

52

Total

3695

1397

6166

11258

Source: South Asia Terrorism Portal, June 2012
Suicide attacks remained rampant in the Province, with as many as 411 persons killed and 705
injured through 2011, in 23 such attacks. 26 suicide attacks were recorded in 2010, inflicting a
total of 489 fatalities and injuring another 767. Meanwhile, the number of other bomb blasts in
the Province increased from 137 in 2010 to 198 in 2011, though resultant fatalities fell from 611
to 554. In addition, the Bomb Disposal Squad (BDS) managed to foil several bomb blasts by
recovering and diffusing the explosive devices. All 25 Districts of KP were variously affected by
terrorism, but Peshawar, the provincial capital, was worst affected, recording at least 120
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incidents in 2011, as compared to 94 in 2010. The city accounted for at least 232 fatalities in 56
incidents of killing in 2011, as compared to 135 fatalities in 35 incidents of killing in 2010. Tribal
militia and elders, who have been supporting the Government since 2008, continued to be
systematically targeted by the terrorists. At least 12 tribal elders were killed in 2011, though the
number fell from 40 in 2010, while an unspecified number of tribal militia members were also
targeted. In case of FATA, 106 tribal elders killed and 50 injured during the period of 2005-12.
Both FATA and KP also proved to be dangerous for the journalists as 8 tribal journalists killed
and 7 injured in FATA in the last ten years whereas in KP 13 journalists were killed and 12 were
injured. Meanwhile, TTP also continued to target educational institutions. At least 55 schools
were blown up in 2011, adding to the 35 destroyed in 2010. According to a media report,
721,392 students had been deprived of education in KP as a result of extremist violence, across
the six Districts of the Province, including 371,604 girls. Significantly, the insurgents
overwhelmingly target girls’ schools, ordering both women teachers and girl students to stay
inside their homes in conformity with their peculiar version of Islamic teachings, with a threat
of grave violence for non compliance.
The number of internally displaced persons in FATA/FRs/KP is on the much higher side as
compare to the current estimates of international relief agencies. As per DG PDMA KP, the
survey findings shows that more than 4.4 million population from FATA/FRs/KP is presently
displaced which is quite higher to the 1.1 million IDPs estimate of international agencies. The
highest numbers of IDPs in these areas were witnessed during 2009 when military operations
were launched in SWAT and Dir areas and some agencies of FATA. Below Table 5 shows spatial
details about more than 6 millions tribal population that was displaced in 2009 in reaction to
the military operations to fight the terrorists.
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Table 5

Total Number of Families Displaced by Violence in 2009

Jurisdiction

FATA

NWFP

Total

Agency/District

Total Families

Population

Bajaur

97,842

733,815

Mohmand

44,821

336,157

South Waziristan

60,753

455,647

Buner

73,359

550,192

Malakand

51,630

387,225

Shangla

68,675

515,062

Swat

298,201

2,236,507

Dir

146,953

1,102,147

842,234

6,316,752

Source: Pakistan Index: Tracking Variables of Reconstruction & Security

Overall, the continuous violence and highly deteriorating security conditions in FATA/FRs/KP
also negative affected the economic growth rate and development process in the entire war
torn region. A number of field research activities carried out by CMDO indicated a strong nexus
among increased militancy, rising poverty and low level of development in the
FATA/FRs/PATA/KP. The other national level research studies taken up by civil society
organizations also indicated similar trends. SDPI/WFP study on food security indicated that
67.7% and 56.2% of population in FATA and KP are food insecure population and its one major
contributory factor towards increased inclination of tribal population towards joining and
supporting militant networks. People below the poverty line are also on the highest side in
FATA as more than 60% of the total population are extremely poor people whereas in case of
KP more than 40% population are below the poverty line. CMDO research study findings on the
impacts of conflict on poverty indicate that a large number of poor families lost job and other
sources of livelihood earnings due to prolong conflicts in their areas. They informed that due to
conflict and violence they faced restricted freedom of movement, inculcated fear, and
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increased work pressure on the children and women. They identified that absence of the rule of
law and lack of access to justice was the major cause behind continuous violence. Militancy’s
had badly affected not only psychological but also physical and financial environments to a
great extent. Most of the people are still in trauma and in general retain fear of violence and
the militants.

The food security study indicated that the majority of the districts (83 percent) in KP are in the
very to extremely low food access groups. One of the reasons for such low access to food is
deteriorating security situation in the province that is severely affecting the livelihood
opportunities of the general masses. Similarly, FATA is also facing serious food accessibility
problems. Militancy and continuous war in the tribal region have depleted the major livelihood
sources, while prices of essential food commodities remain amongst the highest in the country.
All of the agencies of FATA are in the “low to extremely” low food access groups. Similarly
access to safe drinking water, sanitation facilities, and other development infrastructure is also
quite poor and limited both in FATA and KP. In KPK 13 percent of the districts are extremely
poor, while 33 percent are very poor with regard to the availability of toilet facilities. FATA has
very poor sanitation facilities, where people have limited awareness about health. A high
percentage of districts (57 percent) have extremely poor access to toilets, while 43 percent
have very poor access. This essentially means that 100 percent of FATA is lacks adequate
sanitation facilities, pushing its overall food security status even lower. Around 17 percent of
the districts in KPK have extremely poor access to improved portable water, while another 17
percent are in the very poor category. Again, FATA is lacking adequate facilities for better
portable water. No single agency has reasonable access to improved portable water. Above 57
percent of the agencies are extremely poor, while another 29 percent are very poor in access to
improved portable water sources.

Due to the deteriorating security situation in KPK, it remained the worst price hike hit province
after FATA since 2007. The shortage of food in markets, comparatively higher prices of food and
depleting livelihood sources played a significant role in making people food insecure. A sharp
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decline in the level of food security has created many social problems in the area. The majority
of districts (92%) are in the low to extremely low food insecure groups. No district qualified for
the food secure group during 2009. The whole of the FATA region is also food insecure and no
agency qualified for even borderline food security. FATA has the highest level of food insecurity
compared to other regions of the country. All development indicators are at their lowest in
FATA. Livelihood opportunities are rare, while most of the social institutions are practically
nonfunctional. Most educated people migrate to urban areas of the country for livelihoods,
while many migrated because of war.

In addition to high level of poverty and food insecurity, the prevailing unjust political, social,
and economic structures in the tribal areas of Pakistan (FATA/FRs/PATA) also heavily
contributed in increasing the manifold negative impacts of conflicts on the local tribal
population. Tribal areas in Pakistan (FATA/FRs) are mainly governed under the colonial age
Frontier Crimes Regulations 1906. Under the FCR, the tribal people are deprived of basic human
rights, political activities, freedom of movement, freedom of trade and business. The political
administration works under the provisions of FCR only to tame the local people. The political
agent is the most powerful authority in tribal areas. The tribal areas of Pakistan are governed by
the president of Pakistan through its representative the Governor of NWFP whose
representatives are the political agents. Adult franchise was given to the tribal people in 1996.
Although current democratic government announced abolishing of discriminatory and inhuman
FCR but its true implementation in line with aspiration of local tribes is still a distant dream.

Internally, the tribal people are free and autonomous in their day-to-day life. The tribal society
is governed by centuries old tribal culture and traditions that are not in written form but these
values and customs travel from one generation to another. The institution of tribal cultural jirga
has maintained ideal peace throughout the history of tribal areas until the arrival of Taliban in
Fata when the institution of jirga and the tribal elders were systematically eliminated from the
scene. The only jirga that exist now is the “Official Jirga” constituted by the political agent which
is not an independent jirga but its decisions are made at the will and whims of the political
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agent. While on the other side, the main social factor behind prevailing multifarious conflicts in
the tribal society is the negative tribal tradition of “Payghore”, which means to incite the
feelings of one’s honor in front of society in such a way that peaceful settlement of the issue by
him or his family was sign of weakness and dishonor which in tribal society means that it is now
obligatory on the other party to resort to another equally violent tradition of the notorious
tribal concept of “Revenge”, that is applied in majority of cases. All this leads to another long
disastrous cycle of another tribal conflict that may have the potential to spread from generation
to generation.

Due to the absence of state institutions and security infra structure, the tribal people are left to
protect their lives, properties and other interests by themselves. This is the reason that that
there is no bar and restriction on purchase, exhibition and use of all kinds of conventional
weapons in tribal areas. Although tribal areas of Pakistan are part and parcel of Pakistan but
still the 1973 constitution is not applicable to the tribal areas. The political agent is the sole
authority that is working simultaneously as executive, judicial and implementing agency. The
decisions made by official jirgas (by political agent) cannot be challenged in any court of law of
the country. There are restrictions and huge difficulties on the working of NGOs and media
organizations under the FCR in tribal areas. Thus in the absence of media and justice providing
institutions in the tribal areas, the political agents, maliks and religious leaders have become
one party and these rule the tribal areas as per their own aims and objectives. People have
physically no role in the decision making and development process of the tribal areas.

2.4

Types, Causes and Effects of Conflicts in FATA/FR/KP

Prevailing multifarious tribal conflicts have become so much complicated as a result of three
decade long war in the region coupled with existence of colonial age inhuman political and
administrative structures. Based on the findings of primary level research work by CMDO, Tribal
Network, and CRCD, below sections are identifying various types of conflicts in the tribal areas
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of Pakistan, causes and factors responsible for the emergence of conflicts and its negative
impacts on the local tribes.

A)

Types of Tribal Conflicts

1. Personal and Family Conflicts
2. Inter-tribal Conflicts
3. Sectarian Conflicts
4. Government and Tribal Conflicts
5. External Conflicts
6. Taliban Insurgency and cross border terrorism
7. Inter personal and inter tribes conflicts as outcome of the Taliban insurgency in Fata
8. legal and constitutional conflicts after the amendment in FCR

B)

Factors Responsible for Tribal Conflicts

1. Wide spread lack of education and ignorance
2. Social jealousy, lack of resources, poverty and socio-religious intolerance
3. Honor killings and the negative tradition of “Payghore” and revenge
4. Monopoly and high handedness of the political administration
5. Lack of information regarding rights and duties of the people and the state
6. Lack of employment opportunity and lack of interest of government in development of
the tribal areas
7. Material greed and abundance of latest weapons and freedom to purchase and use it
against another tribe
8. Absence of a proper system of registrations of land and property giving birth to multiple
claims of a single property leading to conflict
9. lack of peoples participation in decision making and development projects
10. high scale illegal drugs and weapon trade and smuggling
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11. Porous borders with Afghanistan
12. Expansion of social jurisdiction of religious clergy from mosque to parliament
13. Mushroom growth and transformation of religious seminaries from education
institution to training and recruitment centers of jihadi fighters
14. Abuse of religion and religious sentiments of the poor and illiterate people by the
religious leaders having free hand to operate politically and militarily in Fata under the
state patronage
15. political administration’s policy of “Divide and Rule” and huge fines on tribes for
violation of FCR provision
16. The concept of “collective responsibility” that is almost used a tool by the political
administration to tame the tribes and mint money by using religious leaders and maliks
to create such a situation.
17. Legal and constitutional complexities regarding the status and affiliation of the tribal
areas with Pakistan.
18. Settlement of the issue of Durand Line with Afghanistan.
19. The government policy to keep tribal areas as a “Buffer Zone” between Pakistan and
Afghanistan.
20. The misconception of the idea of “Strategic Depth” and the history of weak and hostile
relations with neighboring countries especially with Afghanistan and India.

C) Negative Effects of Tribal Conflicts

1. Loss of human lives
2. Social and financial losses
3. Destruction of natural environment due to the unbridled use of modern destructive
weapons
4. Bad effects of climatic change on natural environment, human and wild life
5. Decrease in natural water resources, drought and diseases
6. Lack of prosperity and social development
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7. Unemployment and ignorance
8. Lack of Peace, education, health facilities and basic human necessities
9. Diminishing indigenous tribal culture
10. Feelings of alienation and strong sense of deprivation among tribes

2.5

Conflict Mapping and Analysis

A)

Introduction

FATA/FRs/PATA is one of the hardly penetrable areas of Pakistan therefore; it makes any
analysis of its conflicts only approximate. Key elements of a conflict mapping, which are:
-

The cartography or topographic conflict map;

-

Actors, stakeholders and their respective interests;

-

Predisposing factors and Triggers;

-

Conflict networks;

Below given details in relation to the conflict mapping of the tribal areas were synthesized and
incorporated from field based research activities of CMDO, CRCD, and Tribal Network in
consultation with the representatives of local tribes, civil society, and media.

B)

Cartographic or Topographic Conflict Map

The topographic conflict map is to be understood as the physical distribution of the conflict in
the region. Various districts of Fata, FRs, and KP have been classified into three categories,
primary, secondary and tertiary conflict zones.

Primary conflict zones
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These are conflict prone zones, which are the most volatile in the region. Conflicts affecting
these zones are either generated from within or exposure to highly volatile zones which makes
them more vulnerable to conflicts. Following areas have been identified as primary zones of
conflict. These zones affect other zones of the province.


South Waziristan



North Waziristan



Bajure



Aurakzai



Khyber



Mohmand



Dara Adam Khel



Kurram

Secondary Conflict Zones
These are conflict zones which, either experience spillovers from primary zones or internally
conflict-triggered from within to a lower extent than primary zones in frequency and level of
escalation. Following are classified as secondary conflict zones:


Swat



Dir



Buneer



Tank



Dera Ismail Khan



Bannu



Karak



FR Kohat



FR Tank



FR Jandola
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FR Dera Ismail Khan



FR Peshawar



Peshawar

Tertiary Conflict Zones
They are relatively calm zones, which do not experience frequent escalation of conflicts.


Charsada



Mardan



Mansehra



Abbotabad



Attock

C)

Actors, Stakeholders and their Respective Interests

The team has identified following actors and stakeholders:

Actors: Individuals and groups actively involved in the conflict.


Tehrik-e-Taliban Pakistan (Hakimullah Group)



Taliban (Molvi Nazir Group)



Taliban (Molvi Gul Bahadar Group)



Taliban (Asmatullah Shaheen Group)



Taliban (Abdullah Mahsud Group)



Taliban (Turkistan Baitani Group)



Religious leaders (Deobandi School)



Al-Qaida



Ansr-ul-Islam Group (Khyber)



Lashkar-e-islam Group (Khyber)



Taliban-e-Swat (Mulana Fazal-ullah Group)
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Khasadar force



Para-military forces



Pakistan Army



Local lashkars (In army’s support)



Local political administration



Local outlaws Gangs (Criminal Group)



Drug Smugglers



Arms Dealers



Business Community (For Supplies of food and other logistics)



Local, national and international intelligence agencies



Various tribal groups ( those who settles scores with their opponents in the disguise of
Taliban and terrorists

Stakeholders
Communities (Civilian populations)
Internally Displaced Persons (IDPs) and other trapped/vulnerable populations)
Politicians (JUI-F, ANP, JI, PLM-N, PPP, PTI)
Traditional /religious leaders
Media (Local/National)
Economic power brokers (business interest)
Local Political Administration
Spoilers
CBOs / NGOs / INGOs / IOs

Interests
Interests are the most determinant factor in Fata/KP conflict landscape. They determine the
positioning of actors and stakeholders from warmongers to peace seekers. They [interests]
range from:
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Ideological interests



Political interests



Economic interests / Business



Resources (natural resources)



Military interest



Geo-strategic interests

D)

Predisposing factors and Triggers

Predisposing factors
Factors predisposing the zone to conflict and sparks;


Weak local administration



Traditional laws



Corruption



Poverty / ignorance



Lack of political will



Strong support to Taliban ideology from religious clergy



Sectarian conflicts



Local criminal gangs



Smuggling

Triggers


Violent clashes



Bomb blasts



Suicide attacks



Public executions



Kidnappings



Military operations
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Ambushes



Terrorist attacks



Car Bombings



Target killings



Extortion of money



Implementation of terrorist agenda by force



Spillovers

Figure 2

All of these network actors and stakeholders are interacting in a very complex and chaotic
process of material and non-material transactions, as shown in the above conflict map of
FATA/FR/KP. While Pakistan’s federal government is strongly linked with NATA forces, there are
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serious communication gaps between the tribal elders in FATA and the political agent
representing the state of Pakistan. In the mix are drug dealers and war-lords, smugglers and
other hoarders. From the perspective of indigenous tribes, this violent conflict appears to be
hoisted upon them by foreign invaders, be they Taliban trained by Pakistani military, or be they
Al Qaida militants who were initially trained by CIA and ISI but who are now fighting against CIA
and ISI! There are numerous splinter groups of Taliban and Al Qaida, as listed in the network
actors above. Further, all of this is complicated by the international interest groups represented
by international aid agencies, militaries, intelligence agencies and corporations that have been
operational in the area in the last three decades. The conflict map depicts the complexity of
relationships among network actors and various stakeholder groups that are present in
FATA/FR/KP. While different interest groups and actors are maneuvering their tactics and
strategies based upon their specific interests, the indigenous tribes are suffering from the
continuous violence and conflict that is engineered and foisted upon them by these external
actors.

2.6

Conclusion

Overall, it can be concluded that unless the scale of violence in FATA/FRs/KP is brought down, it
is unlikely that the local tribes will secure any enduring relief and move forward towards
accelerating political, social and administrative reforms and participatory integrated
development process in the entire tribal region. This objective can only be met if local tribes are
empowered enough to dismantle various existing Taliban factions which are currently
supported by state agencies, secret agencies of other countries, and drug/weapon mafias. As a
first step, state institutions and military establishment in Pakistan must be compelled by a
national level tribal movement to immediately revise its offensive strategies in Afghanistan and
withdraw its support to Taliban and other terrorist proxies in operation in Afghanistan and
tribal areas of Pakistan. The reversal in current policy towards supporting Afghan Taliban on the
pretext of Islamic Jehad will give enough solid foundation to win back the trust and confidence
of local tribes over the genuine interest of state of Pakistan of restoring peace in FATA/FRs/KP
and later devising and implementing a tribal led action strategy on eliminating the reactionary
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proxy wars and terrorist structures supported by the agencies of neighboring countries and
other global powers. It is the only way forward to devise an effective conflict management
strategy being led by the local tribes itself.
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CH.4

Conflicts Management and Development
in FATA/FRs/Khyber Pakhtunkhwa

3.1

Introduction

The analysis on prevailing conflicts in the tribal and semi tribal (FATA/FRs/PATA/KP) areas of
Pakistan indicates that there is a strong nexus and interconnectivity among unjust
administrative and socio-political-economic governing structures, extremist attitudes of
Pashtun tribes, rising poverty and food insecurity, low level of development, and perpetually
increased violence, militancy, and Talibanization. The complexities of conflicts is further
aggravated by the clash of strategic, political, economic, and ideological interests of various
local, national, regional, and global actors involved in the conflicts. The geo strategic location
coupled with colonial age discriminatory laws and structures and buffer zone like autonomous
status of tribal areas of Pakistan fully allowed all external stakeholders including the state of
Pakistan to intently transform and utilize this entire historic Pashtun belt as a proxy war zone
and consolidate their positioning for getting maximum benefits from the future exploration of
huge natural resources reserves and trade benefits from this ancient silk route connecting
South, Central, and East Asia. The peace loving indigenous tribes of these areas were forced by
these external actors to leave the path of their forefathers and indulge into material values,
violence, bloodshed, and become a puppet in the hands of their external masters. A number of
tribal generations were lost in the prolonged battle and more than half tribal population were
ousted and displaced by the war circumstances leaving behind their ancestors land in the
control of brutal hidden external forces.

It is imperative that after the killing of OBL in Abbotabad and destruction of Al-Qaeda structures
in Afghanistan and Pakistan US/NATO forces reduce their military presence in the region but
intent to keep an invisible strategic control on the future security and natural resources
development in the region. Meanwhile other global powers like China, Russia, and India have
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their own strategic agendas and priorities. Other countries in the region like Saudi Arabia, Iran,
UAE, etc also have their separate priorities to deal with the prevailing conflicts in Afghanistan
and Tribal areas of Pakistan. All these global powers and countries in the region announced
hundreds millions dollars development and poverty reduction programs for this entire Pashtun
dominant tribal belt. A recent donor conference in Tokyo pledged 16 billion US dollars for
reconstruction in Afghanistan and similarly billions dollars development aid and reconstruction
packages announced for FATA/FRs/KP in the past. The fundamental question arises that there is
no full scale consensus among all such external stakeholders and internal stakeholders like
Pakistan, Afghanistan, and Pashtun tribes itself on the basic attributes of conflict management
and peace building strategies for this entire Pashtun belt along the both sides of Durand Line. It
is quite evident that without reaching a consensus based conflict resolution strategy how
durable peace and security can be achieved in this war torn region. Like the previous
development aid packages, all such recently announced grants and aids would again indirectly
go into the hands of Taliban groups and corrupt mafias whereas local tribes would not be
benefited from such flawed and vested interest policies and reconstruction programs.

Therefore, it is highly crucial that all external and internal stakeholders involved in the current
conflicts formulate such consensus based long term conflict management and peace building
strategies in which local tribes should be empowered and capacitated to themselves take back
the control of their ancestors land and themselves prioritize and undertake actions on restoring
peace and deciding future development discourse of their current and future generations.
There is an acute need to mobilize, organize, and build the capacity of war devastated tribes to
work on a pro-tribal permanent solution to the burning problems of militancy and terrorism in
the entire tribal region. Solution to the militancy and violence issues lies in the active role of
Pashtun tribes who are capable of maintaining ideal peace in the previous history of the tribal
areas. All prevailing conflict issues can be tackled by the formulation of Peace Jirgas by local
tribes itself at Sub Tribal and Sub-Sub-Tribal Levels. All external stakeholders and governments
in Afghanistan and Pakistan should facilitate in ensuring in letter and spirit the full security of
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the Peace Jirgas Members. Governments and Security Forces on both sides of Durand Lines will
have to prove their sincerity and commitments towards the mandate of peace Jirga Members.

The second most important role is the engagement of the national/local Political Parties in
facilitating Pashtun tribes and governments to negotiate and convince Taliban and other
militants to lay down weapons and renounce militancy and rejoin civil society as a constructive
individual and contribute in the local, national and regional development. The priority actions
include return of international coalition forces and handing over defense and security to the
national armies, volunteer de-weaponization of Pashtun tribal areas through tribal peace jirgas,
initiation of rehabilitation and reconstruction and development work in the entire Pashtun
region, socio-economic development and trading opportunities for the returning IDPs,
political/administrative reforms in the entire Pashtun region, Security Forces’s restricted role at
borders and inside cantonments to maintain regional peace and stability, introduction of Tribal
Police System and strengthening of local tribal institutions both in short and long term
perspective. Both Pakistan and Afghanistan and as well other countries in the region including
Russia, India, China, Iran, should also come up with a consensus based regional peace strategy
and development approach to back up and provide external support structures to the war
ravaged Pashtun tribes to overcome the issues of violence and militancy and take their
homeland towards the path of prosperity and development.

3.2

Conflict Management and Peace Building Strategies

CMDO, Tribal Network, and CRCD’s peace and development interventions and experiences in
the tribal areas of Pakistan reflects that long term peaceful resolution of prevailing conflicts is
only and only possible through the organization and capacity building of local tribes and
providing them external support structures in order to prepare them for taking a lead role in
peace building and initiating a pro-people administrative and political reforms process in the
entire tribal belt. A grass root peace movement by local tribes based on truth, purity, nonviolence need to be promoted among the entire tribal population. Mass scale awareness
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building and sensitization is required to make understand tribal youth that inclination to the
religious extremism and terrorism is not a right path for them. They should rather be more
conscious of the spirit of Pakistani nationality and should not interfere with one another
religion. They need to understand the principles of non violent tribal peace movement at
individual, family, community, regional, and national levels.

Non-violent peace activism under the concepts of tribal peace movement should be promoted
among the all tribes of FATA/FRs/PATA. It is a process how to work on various forms of nonviolent peaceful interventions, like, peace walks, peace seminars, peace workshops, peace
festivals, peace education, peace and welfare activities, peace committees, peace NGOs and
peace groups. Inter-positioning, commitment and consistent efforts through dialogues and
diplomacy with the element of trust and selflessness are the key elements for a successful
peace activist. The basic objective of pro-activism is to identify personal and structural violence
in a society, identify and activate local peace activists and monitors to mobilize public opinion
through education and awareness campaigns and to activate the policy and decision making
authorities of the state.

In order to mobilize and make public opinion among the local tribes, there is an urgent need to
educate and convince tribal communities, local civil society (top, middle and grass root level),
decision makers, NGOs, trade unions, and lawyers through interactive dialogues and awareness
campaigns. A long term conflict management and peace program led by the tribal civil society
should also be supported and backed by the external support structures. Similarly in line with
aspirations of local tribes, political, administrative reforms processes should be accelerated on
priority basis. Channels of communication must be open and intact at every level and all the
time. Local solutions must be backed by local, national and international supporters. Following
peace structures and strategies should be incorporated in a tribal led conflict management and
peace program.

A)

Peace Structures
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Tribal network



Local NGOs (SWDO, TUJ, SRO, CMDO etc)



Traditional and religious leaders (Local religious tribal leaders (Ulema), Tribal elders,
tribal Maliks, local Political Administration)



Local and national print and electronic media



Informal local Peace Groups



Peace Agreements/Documents



Peace Advocates (committed individuals)

B)

Strategies


Locate linkages (vertical and horizontal with community, armed groups, local and
international organizations)



Learning and brainstorming with other NGOs and social structures



Understanding and respecting the community (customs, traditions, culture, history and
other practices)



Building confidence and trust (visits, sharing information, understand the vision, mission
and goals of the organizations, managing expectations



Understanding the dynamics of the CBOs and NGOs



Engaging community diplomatically (we come as students, not as teachers, do no harm)



Monitoring the conflict trends and triggers



Encouraging and facilitating dialogues



Creating neutral space for discussions and sharing



Maintaining balance of relationship



Learning the language



Be sensitive



Go slow and don’t take a lead; go along with the community and don’t go ahead of them
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3.2.1 Fundamental principles of Tribal Peace Movement



Social Equality and decentralization at grass root levels



Principle of social justice and fair play



Hospitability, honor and self respect



The institution of Jirga and its sacredness



Public participation in decision making



Social and religious tolerance



Individual freedom and liberty to deal local issues by tribes themselves



Promotion of pro-active non-violence and purity



Less state intervention in personal and social issues relating to the tribes



Free, open and liberal tribal society



Respect to tribal culture and to positive and constructive traditions and values



Rule of law and absence of FCR 1906



Institutionalization of the tribal Jirga institution



Freedom of movement, expression and property



Gross root level democracy from individual to the tribe level



Protection of Indigenous Tribal Culture

3.2.2 Steps for Attaining Tribal Peace Movement

1 Promoting mutual love and unity, protection and respect of tribal customs and
traditions and social values on individual and collective level in order to take the fruits of
modern development to the socially and economically backward tribal areas.

2 In the present situation, the social and political responsibilities of the tribal elders, civil
society, educated youth, teachers, doctors, students, trader community and common
man have increased manifolds.
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3 It is necessary to first identify and then try to resolve all the pending conflicts of tribal
areas from small-scale simple conflicts to the most complex tribal conflicts.

4 To promote individually and collectively, on village level, the culture of peace, unity and
brotherhood.

5 To promote the culture of mutual tolerance in society.

6 To resolve through negotiations individual conflicts as well as complex large scale tribal
conflicts, to listen to each other’s point of views, and to promote the values of
tolerance, accommodation, forgiveness and peace.

7 To replace the existing FCR with normal administrative structure of the rest of Pakistan
in the tribal areas in order to restore the actual writ of state in tribal areas.

8 To restrict the religious clergy to the mosques and bar them from intervention in
personal lives and activities of individuals or social groups.

9 To establish security infrastructure and institutions to control the law and order
situation and maintain peace in the areas.

10 To extend the scope and jurisdiction of Political Parties Act to the tribal areas so that
these areas are also brought into the main stream political system of the country.

11 To extend the scope and jurisdiction of the country’s courts and laws to the tribal areas
also.

12 To provide full freedom and access to journalists and electronic media institutions to
Fata.
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13 To promote and establish an effective and comprehensive network of education
facilities in the width and breadth of Fata.

14 To reform the religious seminaries in order to re-transform these institutions from
recruitment and training centers to centers for religious and formal education.

15 To work on the volunteer de-weaponization of the tribal society so that peaceful
environment is prepared and establish for smooth running of state business and to
initiate development process in the areas.

16 To permanent settle the issue of Duran Line with Afghanistan and advocate for the
formation of FATA as separate province of Pakistan whereas formally incorporate FCRs
and PATA into KP.

17 To promote and propagate the people to people contacts on both sides of the border in
order to inculcate the feelings and values of social and religious tolerance and to
remove the misunderstandings between the people and governments of both Pakistan
and Afghanistan.

18 To promote cultural, students, academicians and civil society exchange to promote
friendship and strong brotherly relations among the two countries.

3.3

Conclusion

Public opinion should be mobilized particularly in South Asia and Rest of the World for the
promotion and adoption of regional approach in resolving the conflicts of Talibanization,
terrorism, and cross border insurgencies. Civil societies in India, Pakistan, and Afghanistan
should come up with an action plan to mobilize public opinion in favor of peace and non45

violence and encourage better coordination and formation of joint strategies at government
levels and security institutions. Increased role of external international powers must be
curtailed and regional countries should come forward at a single platform to formulate an
action plan to reduce and eliminate the forces of evil and destruction. Resumption of composite
dialogue in between India and Pakistan and normalization of relationships in these two
countries is a crucial link for long term security and peaceful resolution of the conflicts on both
eastern and western borders of Pakistan.
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CH.4
4.1

Conclusion
Conflict Management Program for FATA/FRs/Khyber Pakhtunkhwa

In order to ensure the US/NATO forces pull out process from Afghanistan in 2013-14, it is highly
important to move forward towards producing such conducive environment which ensures that
Al-Qaeda and extremists forces are no longer a threat to the security of USA and its NATO allies.
Similarly, it is also highly desirable that local tribes in conflict zone are enough empowered and
capacitated that they able to defeat outside extremist forces and drugs/weapon mafias and
take back the control of their land. In this connection, the pro-active role of tribal civil society
and media is highly crucial and vital as they are the real actors in conflict zone who can mobilize
and organize a long term grass root level peace movement in the entire belt through the active
support of local tribes and a facilitating role of governments of Pakistan and Afghanistan and
other external stakeholders. It is need of the time to plan and implement a 5 to 7 years based
long term tribal led conflict management and peace program for FATA/FRs/KP and adjoining
provinces of Afghanistan. The representatives of all local tribes and tribal civil society should be
actively engaged in the detailed planning of such program and later its implementation at wider
scale in the entire tribal belt across the Durand Line.

International civil society network should increase their efforts and mobilize resources for the
launch of a broad based conflict management and peace program for the entire tribal belt of
Pakistan and adjacent parts of Afghanistan. Right at the start, external support and resources
should be provided to the tribal civil society for the organization of regional peace conventions
inside the tribal areas followed by a national peace convention at Islamabad. After the
organization of peace conventions, an alternative peace building network led by tribal civil
society should be established and activated in the entire tribal region. Such peace building
network should include peace groups at community levels, peace councils at district levels, and
peace assembly at regional level. (Below is the proposed peace building network). Peace
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network will work on establishing early warning system, collection and dissemination of
information critical to peace, training of peace workers, organizing peace dialogues on regular
basis, and conflict management and its resolution on long term basis. These governance
networks could also work on establishing civil rights, democracy, social dialogues, and conflict
resolution. Democratically anchored governance networks could also facilitate government and
civil society coordination in planning and implementing reforms and development programs in
the tribal areas of Pakistan.
Fig 3

The proposed peace building network should be later expanded and extended to the other
parts of KP province and adjoining Pashtun dominant provinces of Afghanistan. The proposed
peace network would gradually replace army peace keeping by the civilian peace keeping and
also largely help in ensuring civil protection in conflict zones, provision of quick emergency
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response and humanitarian aid in the war affected areas, and establish a broad based
information sharing system on conflicts and development issues through which grass root
information would be quickly processed and disseminated at national, regional, and global
levels.

4.2

Policy & Strategic Guidelines for Integrated Development
of FATA/FRs/Khyber Pakhtunkhwa


The concepts of ecological based participatory integrated development planning should
be promoted on priority basis in the entire tribal region and KP province.
Conservation/restoration of already devastated natural environment and bio diversity of
the region should be undertaken on high priority basis.



District/Regional/provincial level long term strategic development plans of FATA/FRs/KP
should be developed and implemented through the active participation of local tribes
and civil society. Such development plans should incorporate millennium development
goals, climate change, and disaster risk reduction framework in their action plans and
development program.



The future integrated development planning should focus more on the principles of
endogenous development and maximum utilization and development of local resources
with minimum reliance on external development aid packages. Regional plans should
develop their own energy system based on the maximum utility of locally available
renewable energy resources



Participatory critical evaluation activities on public sector development projects and
programs should be undertaken to identify and analyze existing policy, legislative, and
implementation gaps which contribute in the corruption and wastage of public money.
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Actions should be identified to encourage the active participation of local tribes in public
sector projects need identification, planning and cost effective implementation.



Local and regional level debates and dialogues should be organized on required political,
social, administrative, and economic reforms in the tribal and semi tribal areas (FATA,
FRs, and PATA) of Pakistan. Consensus should be build up among local tribes on vital
reforms in all such sectors and later national/regional level advocacy campaigns should
be undertaken to influence policy making process at federal and provincial levels.

4.3

Conclusion

Tribal civil society and media organizations must undertake a pro-active role in mobilizing and
organizing local tribes in the entire FATA/FRs/PATA/KP for initiating a grass root level tribal
peace movement leading towards the start of a tribal led long terms conflict management and
peace program. The state of Pakistan, national/international civil society institutions, and other
external stakeholder should provide external support structures, resources, and all possible
facilitation roles in strengthening and expanding the scope of such grass root peace movement
and future successful implementation of conflict management and peace program. CMDO,
Tribal Network, and CRCD should develop a broad based tribal coalition to take up this initiative
and start advocacy actions at national and global levels on the urgent need of launching a broad
based conflict management and peace program for the conflict affected tribal and semi tribal
areas of Pakistan.
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